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Zander lures in a starter set - the right lure for every 
situation

Weight: 0.192 kg
19,99 € * 19,99 €

Buy a starter set of zander lures and hook top brands

What you need is a zander lure that ignites! With so many brand-name manufacturers, it's not easy to find a 
lure that the fish will accept. That's why we offer you zander lures in a starter set - an exclusive box 
containing one lure from each of the top brand manufacturers. In the following portrait, we tell you what 
advantages our zander lure starter set box offers you and what features make it stand out.

Zander lure box - high-quality, broad varied & irresistible

It's not just zander that love our zander lure starter box, pike do too and perhaps you will soon enjoy it as 
well.

In our predator box we have brought you.

Softbaits
Leaders
Jigs and
chatter baits

From premium brands Daiwa, Fox Rage, Gunki, Hideup, Jenzi, OSP, Strike King and 13 Fishing.

Zander, pike & co. can thus enjoy the pleasure of the market leaders. With our starter set for zander lures, 
you are buying top-quality lures that have been designed with many years of expertise and will ideally 
ensure that you catch a big fish.

Individual lures are hardly available in the stores. To test whether a particular lure is suitable for you, you 



would normally have to buy a complete pack of 6 to 12 rubber lures from each brand manufacturer. An 
expensive undertaking! If the lure doesn't work in the terrain you are fishing, the opened pack will be 
wasted. Annoying to burn money this way. With our starter box, this scenario cannot happen to you. If a 
rubber fish works particularly well, you will immediately know which is your brand of choice. Conversely, 
if the bait doesn't work, you can immediately move on to testing the next brand. Furthermore, you save 
significantly with our low-priced starter set compared to buying each product individually. Do you need 
more reasons why our zander lure starter set should end up in your fishing net? Then read on now!

Zander lure starter set - the right lure for every situation

Whether a lure works or not depends on a variety of circumstances. The challenge of finding a lure that 
proves successful lies, among other things, in the feeding behaviour of predatory fish. This varies with the 
seasons and can even change hourly in a single day. The only difference is the size and colour of the lure. 
Basically, smaller zander lures are suitable in the breeding season, whereas you can use the larger zander 
lures in the colder months. Furthermore, we recommend that you observe the hunting behaviour of the 
predatory fish. This is usually different at nightfall than it is in broad daylight. Depending on this, lure size 
and colour can make a big difference. Besides not every lure has to work equally well in every body of 
water. A consideration may therefore be to choose lures in the future that have proven successful specifically 
in rivers or lakes. The fishing method you choose and the fishing rod also play a major role.

You want to try zander fishing for the first time, you are highly ambitious and you want to finally hook a 
capital fish? A zander lure in an eye-catching colour can bring you the success you want. Simply test out 
which lure works well in which environment and harmonises excellently with your fishing equipment and 
your fishing skills. You can then take your time to decide which brand of lure to choose for future fishing 
trips.

Gift idea for fishing friends - zander lure in the starter box

Looking for a gift for a keen angler or friend who fishes? Or would you like to give yourself a treat? Our 
zander lures in the starter box are perfect for these purposes. Consequently, the person receiving the gift can 
get an overview of the different brands on the market.

The contents of the boxes always change. We vary the colours, the models of the lures as well as the sizes. 
So it is very likely that the next time you buy one, the composition of the box will be different.

Order premium brand zander lures as a starter set now!

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

